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I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, Franklin Gale, appeals his dismissal from employment with the Denver
Sheriff's Department (Agency} for alteged violations of specified Career Service Rules,
and Agency regulations. A hearing concerning this appeals was conducted by
Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on August 5 - 7 and October 8- 9, 2015. The
Agency was represented by Jessica Allen and Charles Mitchel, Assistant City
Attorneys, while the Appellant was represented by Reid Elkus, Esq., and Don Sisson,
Esq., of the law firm Elkus, Sisson and Rosenstein P.C. Doug Jewell, Esq., represented
witness A.Z. 1• Agency exhibits 33-41 were admitted by stipulation, and 1-32 were
admitted to be authentic. Appellant' exhibits Q-U were admitted by stipulation and B
was admitted for its authenticity. The following witnesses testified for the Agency:
Major Jody Blair, Captain Christopher Brown, Sgt. Gabrielle Velez, Captain Deric
Wynn, Captain Carla Lopez, Sgt. Gary Rolando, Chief Connie Coyle, Civilian Review
Administrator Shannon Elwell, and Ms. Nancy Yaffe. The Appellant testified on his own
behalf during his case-in-chief, and presented the following additional witnesses: Sgt.
Eric Givens, Chief Sheriff Diggins, Deputy Michael Blaine, Deputy Donald Travis, and
A.Z ..

II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:
A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-60
A., E.3., J., Z, or L., as it pertains to Agency Rules 200.4.2; 200.13; and 300.11 .6;
B. If the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules,
whether the Agency's decision to dismiss him from employment conformed to
the purposes of discipline under CSR 16• l 0.
1 In

order to protect this individual's privacy, she is referred to throughout this decision as A.Z..
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Ill. FINDINGS
The following facts were not in dispute. At all times pertinent to this appeal. Gale
was chief of the Downtown Detention Center (DDC) and was the highest-ranking
member of the Agency present at the events leading to this appeal. On June 15,
2014, a captain in the Denver Sheriff's Department, A.Z., was arrested by the Denver
Police Department (DPD) for charges which were later dismissed. A.Z. was taken to
DPD District 5.
When a uniformed member of the Denver Sheriff's Department is arrested, the
Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) opens and investigation and assigns an officer. In keeping
with that protocol, Sgt. Velez, who was newly assigned to IAB2 , met A.Z. at District 5.
A.Z. asked Velez to call Chief Gale, as he was the top-ranking member of her union.
She transported A.Z. from DPD District 5 to the DDC where A.Z. was booked in and
scheduled to be arraigned in court the following day. Velez' assignment at
arraignment was to observe and collect information about A.Z.'s case that might
relate to the IAB investigation. [Wynn testimony] .
Sheriff Wilson ordered Chief Gale, as the top-ranking officer in charge of Denver
DDC, to ensure that no preferential treatment was provided to A.Z .. 3 [Gale testimony;
Exhibit 12; Exhibit 19 @ 7:25] Gale, in turn, gave the same order to the jail Watch
Commander, Captain Brown, who acknowledged the incarcerated captain would
be processed "like any other inmate." Brown then informed his subordinates of Gale's
directive.
Velez accompanied A.Z. through her book-in process. A.Z. asked Velez if she
could keep her civilian clothes on. Velez called Gale to poss along A.Z.'s request.
Gale denied the request, telling Velez that A.Z. would have to be "dressed out" in
inmate attire.
The following morning, A.Z. was taken from her cell to be arraigned in the
courtroom normally used for that purpose. Sergeant Rolando, who also serves as the
Agency's chaplain, met with A.Z. before her arraignment to provide comfort and
support. He asked Velez to bring A.Z.'s civilian clothes. Velez complied and A.Z.
changed back to her civilian clothes just before her arraignment. [Rolando, Velez
testimony].
Gale attended A.Z.'s arraignment, during which the judge agreed to allow A.Z.
to be released on a personal recognizance bond.4 At all times during and
' Velez began working in IAB in February 2014, 4 months before the June 16, 2014 counroom incident which is the focus of
this nppcnl. She was still in training on thnt date. [Wynn testimony].
' While A.Z. was segregated from the other inmates, and was transported to her post-arraignment appointment by Agency
deputies, those measures were lalcen for purposes of security to lessen disruption in the jni I, and were within the nonnnl range
of measures taken for "special mnnngement" inmatcs. The Agency did not oppose those measures and they were not nt issue
in this case. Also, the Agency did not find improper Gale's visit to A.Z. in her cell to offer his comfort nnd support as her
friend and commander.
' The issuance ofa personal recognizance (PR) bond was nlso nonnal, considering such factors such as the lack of nny prior
violations, employment, and lack offlight risk. The Agency did not allege Gale had nny role in the issuance of A.Z.'s PR bond,
or thnt it was preferential treatment in violation of Wilson's order.
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immediately after A.Z.'s arraignment, Gale acknowledged he was the highest-ranking
DSD officer in the courtroom. [Exhibit 22-7@ 280-283; Exhibit 1-9].
At the end of the arraignment, A.Z. signed some paperwork at the court clerk's
station, while Gale held a discussion with several officers which can be seen in the
silent video recording from the courtroom. He pointed toward the door leading
directly outside. [Exhibit 37@ 11 :19:57, 11 :20:00, 11 :20:04, 11 :30:07 - 11 :20:11 11 :20:3035]. A.Z. then left out the public entrance, not the inmate door. Gale, and several
others followed her out the front door and had a conversation outside the courthouse
for about five minutes. Two deputies, one of whom A.Z. requested specifically, and
who was approved by Gale, took A.Z. in an Agency vehicle toward her home. A.Z.'s
release directly from the courtroom was an erroneous release, as inmates are required
to return to the secured portion of the complex to sign their release papers.5
Captain Brown, who was the DOC Watch Commander that day, discovered A.Z.
hod been released without submitting to the normal process. [Brown Testimony]. He
called Velez who informed him Gale authorized A.Z. to leave through the front door of
the courtroom. Brown called Capt. Blair, the Intake Deportment Captain who
informed him she still held the released captain's unsigned bond papers which
required her to be released only to pre-trial services. Blair called Gale to tell him A.Z.
should not have been released, and needed to return to sign the PR bond release
and go directly to pre-trial services.6 Gale called the deputies who were driving A.Z.
and instructed them to return.
Blair gathered A.Z.' s release paperwork and personal effects, and met Gale and
Brown. Speaking about the erroneous release, Gale said "I guess Velez just didn't
know." [Exhibit l pg. 1O]. Brown contacted the deputies who were accompanying
A.Z. and ordered them to return A.Z. to the DOC.
When the deputies returned with A.Z. to the DOC, Blair met them at the car with
A.Z.'s release papers, which A.Z. signed. Brown and Blair told Velez to accompany
A.Z. to pre-trial services. The deputies then drove A.Z., and Velez to pre-trial services to
begin that intake.

The following day, June 17, 2014, the Agency informed Gale that he had
become the subject of on investigation of misconduct for giving special treatment to
A.Z .. Due to the potential conflict of interest, the Agency asked the Denver Police
' The proper procedure for Bil inmate, such as A.Z,, who is to be released after arraignment on a personal recognizance bond,
is for the inmate to be returned to her housing unit while paperwork is taken to the release office. Additional checks are
performed. A Release officer then calls for the inmate whose wrist band or other identification is checked and the inmate is
asked a question such as her children's names, social security number, or some other personal piece of information. Only then
is the inmate released. That process is intended to avoid the erroneous release of an inmate. (See Blair testimony].
• The normal process for releasing an inmate on a PR bond would be for the inmate to sign some paperwork in the courtroom,
then be returned to their housing unit. Once the courtroom paperwork reaches the release office, additional checks are
performed, the inmate is called to report in•person to the release office to confinn identity. The inmate is provided with a copy
of her bond in which the release deputy highlights the next court date, and the inmate signs the release, her wrist band is
checked Md she is asked questions to which only she is likely to know the answer, such as a social security number or
children's' names. [Blair testimony].
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department's IAB to conduct an investigation into whether Gale directed AZ.'s
release directly from her arraignment and, later. whether he lied about such a
directive. DPD IAB interviewed Gale twice. In his first interview, Gale told IAB it was
"definitely was not" his decision to release A.Z. directly from the courtroom. He also
said he presumed Velez authorized A.Z. 's direct release since "they [IAB) control and
manage the person through the process." He added "it's her [Velez'] thing to
manage again. I'm not running IA." (Exhibit 1 pgs. 11 - 12). He also said the reason for
confusion about A.Z.'s release was because Blair had A.Z.'s release papers instead of
the Records Department and that was not normal. [Exhibit 1 pg. 13). IA conducted its
first interview of Gale on June 23, 2014.
In his second DPD IAB interview. on August 5, 2014, Gale was asked whose
direction it was to allow A.Z. to be released from the courtroom. Gale replied since
AZ. appeared in court in her civilian clothes he presumed she had already been
released. He also said when he went outside with AZ. and Velez, he asked Velez "ore
we good?" and she answered affirmatively. He also stated it is the watch
commander's responsibility to manage the DDC. Gale also said when AZ. left he
thought something was odd, which is why he went to the Records Section to speak
with the sergeant on duty. and found out A.Z. 's release was improper. [Exhibit 1 p. 12).
ln all, 12 members of the DSD were investigated for possible misconduct related to the
incidents in this case.
The Agency served Gale with its notice in contemplation of discipline on
November 19. 2014. and convened a pre-disciplinary meeting on January 6, 2015, in
compliance with CSR 16-40. Gale attended with his attorney. Gale read a statement,
and his attorney made an additional statement. The Agency, through Shannon
Elwell. the Civilian Review Administrator, issued its notice of discipline terminating
Gale's employment on January 21,2015. This appeal followed in timely fashion on
January 23, 2015.
IV. ANALYSIS

A Jurisdiction and Review
Jurisdiction is proper under CSR § 19-10 Al .a, as a direct appeal of a termination. I
am required to conduct a de novo review, meaning to consider all the evidence as
though no previous action had been taken. Turner v. Rossmiller, 532 P.2d 751 (Colo.
App. 1975).
B. Burden and Standard of Proof
This case contains a mixed burden of proof. The Agency retains the burden of
persuasion, throughout the case, to prove the Appellant violated one or more cited
sections of the Career Service Rules, and to prove its decision to terminate the
Appellant employment complied with CSR 16-20. Appellant alleged his termination
was both retaliation for his union participation as well as ultra vires conduct by the
Agency. Appellant retains the burden of persuasion to prove his retaliation and ultra
vires defenses. The standard by which the parties must prove their claims is by a
preponderance of the evidence.
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C. Career Service Rule Violations
1. CSR 16-60 A. Neglect of duty.

To sustain a violation under CSR 16-60 A, the Agency must establish that
appellant failed to periorm a known duty. In re Gomez, CSA 02-12 (5/14/12) citing In
re Abbey, CSA 99-09, 6 (8/9/10). The Agency's notice of discipline claimed Gale
violated this rule in the following ways.
a. The Agency claimed Gale "willfully, intentionally, [and) knowingly commit[ted)
a materially deceptive act, including ...departing from the truth verbally, making a
false report, or intentionally omitting information" in connection with the investigation
of this incident." [Exhibit 1-13].
Neglect may not be established simply as the failure to abide by another Career
Service Rule. In re Robinson, CSA 03-13, 6 (6/18/13). Here, the Agency cited language
from the Agency version of the CSA rule against dishonesty. Even if dishonesty is
proven, it does not follow that neglect is necessarily implicated. The Agency stated
no separate basis for a violation of this rule in its first citation to this rule. [Exhibit 1-13
through 1-18]. Consequently no neglect was established under that portion of the
Agency's notice of discipline.
b. The Agency also cited neglect of duty when it alleged Gale demonstrated
"conduct 'prejudicial to the good order and effectiveness of the Department, [and]
conduct that [brought] disrepute on [and] compromise[d] the good order and
effectiveness of the Department,' as well as 'conduct unbecoming which causes
harm greater than would reasonably be expected to result."' [Exhibit 1-18]. As with its
first claim, the Agency based this claim of neglect entirely upon Gale's violation of
other rule violations - the Agency's rule against conduct prejudicial to the Agency,
and CSR 16-60 Z., conduct prejudicial. [Exhibit 1-18 through 1-19). For the same
reasons stated immediately above, the Agency failed to establish neglect in this
second claim.
c. The Agency's third claim involving neglect specified language associated
with CSR 16-60 J. and L.. to wit: "Chief Gale violated [this] Career Service [Rule] and
Departmental [Rule] when he "'disobeyed, neglected or refuse[d] to obey any lawful
order of a supervisor... ' as well as failed to comply with the lawful orders of an
authorized supervisor and failed to do assigned work he was capable of performing."
As with both alleged neglect violations, above, these allegations fail to establish a
claim of neglect of duty separate from the rules to which they refer.
Gale may have neglected his general duty, as Chief in charge of the DOC, to
intervene to stop, or at least question A.Z. or Velez. particularly as he acknowledged
he knew something was not right about AZ. leaving directly from the courtroom "I
found it strange." {Exhibit 18-23; 18-21], "unusual," [Exhibit 22-8@344], "not protocol,"
[Exhibit 22-9@387], and "uncomfortable." [Exhibit 22-15]. However, the Agency's
notice of discipline did not identify that basis for neglect of duty, and it is outside the
authority of a hearing officer to piece together evidence to find a violation when the
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agency elected not to do so or failed to do so. The Agency failed to establish Gale
violated this rule.
2. CSR 16-60 E. Any act of dishonesty, which may Include, but Is not llmlted to ...
lying to superiors or falsifying records with respect to official duties, Including work
duties, disciplinary actions....

This rule violation was the primary reason the Agency dismissed Gale. [Elwell
testimony]. To establish a violation under this rule. the Agency must establish Gale
mode a representation within the employment context knowing it to be false. In re
Mounjim. CSB 87-07 (1/8/09), reversing In re Mounjim, CSA 87-07 (7/8/08). The Agency
claimed Gale engaged in the following five such acts of deception (a - e):
(a). Gale denied he authorized A.Z.'s release. The Agency's principal
contention in this appeal was that Gale lied to the IA investigator and continued to lie
when he denied that he authorized A.Z. to leave directly from courtroom after her
arraignment on Jun 16, 2014. Gale denied he gave such an instruction and therefore
did not lie to the investigator.
The Agency's strongest evidence for this claim was the statements of two officers
who were present at the end of A.Z. 's arraignment- Velez and Rolando.7 Both
recalled with certainty that. at the end of A.Z.'s arraignment. Velez asked Gale
"what's next?" and. in response, Gale gave a clear and unmistakable directive for
A.Z. to leave directly from the arraignment courtroom. Gale countered that as many
as eight people contradicted Velez. and her testimony. as well as that of Rolando, is
not credible. The credibility of those two witnesses, compared with that of Gale,
determines all five Agency claims under this rule.
( l l Velez. Velez told the IAB investigator that, at the end of A.Z. 's arraignment,
she approached Gale and asked "so what's the next step?" to which Gale replied
"she can go. She can walk right out the door." [Velez testimony; Exhibit 28-10 @ 415418; Exhibit 28-17@ 768-771].
Velez was assigned to IA only four months before A.Z.'s arraignment. She
testified her role as the IA officer assigned to A.Z. was to observe, and to maintain a
passive role. Velez stated A.Z. was never in her custody, and she was uncertain what
should happen ofter A.Z.'s arraignment. That uncertainty is consistent with her asking
Gale "what's the next step?"
It is also credible that, as Velez was new to IA and unsure of herself, she would
immediately call her supervisor. Captain Wynn. to ask for direction. The short time
between the end of A.Z.'s arraignment and her call to Wynn tends to support the
accuracy of her recollection. Moreover. if Velez ordered A.Z. 's release from the
courtroom, as suggested by Gale, it is illogical that she would call her supervisor to ask
him what to do. [See Velez testimony].
The Agency also claimed the testimony of Deputy Lopez corroborates that of Velez and Rolando. For reasons stated below,
Lopez corroborated Velez and Rolando with respect to the directive to release A.Z., but only less strongly with respect to Gale
issuing the directive.
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As stated above, within minutes of the erroneous release, Capt. Brown called
Velez who told him the some thing she told Wynn: that Gale authorized A.Z. to leave
directly from the courtroom. [Brown testimony; Exhibit 27-6 through 27-8). Only minutes
after that coll, Velez repeated Gale's directive to Blair. It is unlikely Velez, particularly
as she was unsure of herself, would have thought to fabricate Gale's directive so
quickly.
The consistency of Velez' recollection, particularly before having an opportunity
to process it, tends to support its accuracy. She did not waver in her recollection to
the Denver Police investigator and at hearing. Finally, there was no significant
evidence Velez had a motive to harm Gale with a false accusation.
(2) Rolando. Sergeant Rolando recalled Gale gestured toward the front door of
the courtroom while stating "take her out the front door," referring to A.Z.. [Rolando
testimony; Exhibit 38; Exhibit 4-2). Rolando was standing next to Gale and in a good
position to hear what Gale said. He described Gale's directive as "loud," "definitive,"
"authoritative," and "decisive." In other words, there was little room for
misunderstanding Gale's words or intent.
Rolando said he was "shocked" and "stunned" to hear Gale order A.Z.'s direct
release from the courtroom. Rolando's strong emotional response is one indication of
reliability. In addition, Rolando's testimony corroborated that of Velez. There was no
evidence of collaboration between Rolando and Velez. There was no evidence that
Rolando had a motive to undermine Gale by fabricating his recollection of Gale's
directive. Finally, Gale did not raise a substantial doubt about Rolando's honesty.
Gale argued Rolando was not credible because he allowed A.Z. to dress into
civilian clothes before her hearing. That issue is under appeal, therefore no
determination has been made. If there is a nexus between Rolando allegedly
dressing out A.Z. and whether Gale ordered A.Z.'s release, it is insubstantial.
Gale also argued Rolando may simply hove been mistaken in recalling to whom
Gale directed his order. Gale posited that Rolando probably said "her" as if referring
to A.Z., but meant "him" since Gale actually was directing A.Z.'s attorney how to
leave, and not A.Z.. [Gale closing statement]. I find that argument wholly
unpersuasive, particularly in view of Rolando's credible and emphatic recollection of
Gale's directive, and in conjunction with other indicia, above, that Rolando's
recollection was reliable.
(3) Gale. In his first IA interview with the Denver Police Department, Gale flatly
denied giving any order or directive concerning A.Z.'s release from the courtroom.
[Gale testimony: Exhibit 18-11 @ 468-476).
In his second interview, about one month later, Gale, then represented by legal
counsel, was shown a video recording of A.Z.'s June 16, 2014 arraignment. Afterword,
Gale stated that, when he motioned toward the front door, he was indicating to A.Z.'s
attorney how to exit, not A.Z.. [Gale testimony; Exhibit 1-11; Exhibit 22-12 @ 508-535] .
At hearing, Gale repeated that he told A.Z.'s attorney, not A.Z .. to exit directly from
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the courtroom. Gale added at hearing that his gesturing was part of a conversation
about A.Z. going to Pre-Trial Services after her hearing. [Gale testimony).
In Gale's second interview, the IA interviewer asked directly for Gale to explain
why more than one witness stated Gale ordered A.Z.'s release. Gale no longer
disputed the statements by the eye-witnesses. but explained them. for the first time as
a misunderstanding, [Elwell testimony], as shown in the following exchange.
IA: ... I have more than one person saying, "Hey, the chief said "Hey, she
can go through the front door." Do you know what I mean?
Gale: I can see why they would say that - because I'm the chief. They see
me say, you know. "you can exit through that door." They're saying... their
presumption is probably... that I'm saying "she can exit through the door
too."
[Exhibit 26; Exhibit 22-34, 22-35 @ 1541-1552).
Then Gale added:
I wasn't saying that she couldn't exit through the door because if I had
been saying that and she went to exit, I'd have stopped her.
[Exhibit 26; Exhibit 22-35 at 1554-1555; See also Elwell testimony].
Here, Gale's answers depart significantly from his earlier categorical denial.
and his statements are evasively unresponsive to a straight-forward question.
While Gale denied authorizing A.Z. 's exit out the front door, he was unsure who
did. In contrast, Velez and Rolando. party buttressed by Lopez' testimony,8 were
certain Gale issued the directive, and those three witnesses testified credibly.
Their recollection is more credible than Gale's explanation of his statement to
the IA investigator, above. as a misunderstanding that the witnesses assumed he
was talking to A.Z., but where he claims he was talking to her attorney. At
hearing Gale again testified he was actually talking to A.Z.'s attorney, not A.Z..
Based on the indications, above, Velez and Rolando are more credible than
Gale regarding his authorizing A.Z. to leave directly from the courtroom. Even
assuming Gale explanations were meritorious. only one side or the other can be
accurate: Gale either did or he did not issue the directive to A.Z. to leave, so either he
is correct or Velez, Rolando and Lopez are correct.9 He raised no substantial credibility
issue with Velez. Rolando, and Lopez. The Agency, therefore, established by a
' I discount Lopez' recollection at hearing, that Gale directed A.Z. to "go out the front door," (Lopez testimony], because she
did not recall who said it in her interview with DPD IA, much closer to the event. However, Lopez was credibly certain that
someone gave the directive for A.Z. to leave directly from the courtroom. Since there was no evidence, including Gale's
testimony, that anyone else in the courtroom gave the directive, then Lopez' testimony tends to corroborate that of Velez and
Rolando. While Lopez and Velez talked about the incident afterward, I do not find they collaborated to alter their observations.
Lopez, in particular, had nothing to gain from doing so.
· This either-or choice ignores Gale's alternate theory that Rolando simply mistook the pronoun "him" for "her." I find that
explanation implausible on its face,
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preponderance of the evidence. that Gale was dishonest in claiming he did not
authorize A.Z.'s release directly from the courtroom following her arraignment on June
16, 2014.
Gale's other defenses to this violation were not persuasive. Although there was
much debate during the hearing regarding who was in charge of A.Z .• that
determination is collateral to whether Gale directed subordinate officers to allow A.Z .•
or directed A.Z. herself, to leave through the front door of the courtroom. Even if this
issue were relevant. the evidence establishes that either Gale knew he, and not Velez.
was in charge of A.Z. 's movement to and from the courtroom or he was wrong to
assume Velez was in charge. One indication Gale knew he was in charge arose
when Velez asked Gale if A.Z. could keep her civilian clothes and Gale replied
emphatically she could not. Another instance tending to demonstrate Gale knew he
asserted control over A.Z.'s movements occurred when A.Z. asked Gale's permission
to allow Givens to escort her home after her arraignment. and Gale approved the
arrangement. [Brown testimony; Givens testimony]. even though Velez was present.
Moreover, Gale acknowledged the Agency's IAB is the only division in which he
never worked, [Exhibit 22-6 @ lines 254-266]. Thus. his opinion, although corroborated
by Rolando and Givens - that an IAB investigator assigned to an officer's case has
superior authority for all purposes including release - was less persuasive than those
witnesses with IAB experience. Those witness all contradicted Gale's belief. Blair,
Brown. Diggins, Wynn, Velez, and Coyle all stated in some fashion that. while it is true
IA assigns an officer to every case in which a Sheriff's Department officer is arrested,
and it is also true such IA officer acts with the authority of the Sheriff. that authority
extends only to requiring anyone involved to submit to an IA interview and any
related follow-up; that authority does not extend to other areas. such as inmate
movement.
Gale also relied on an unfounded interpretation of the Agency's Departmental
Order 1530.3A to claim Velez was in charge of A.Z. in the courtroom. The pertinent
section of that order states:

7. Authority: The Sheriff has the responsibility to oversee the administrative
disciplinary process, make decisions and enter orders with regard to matters
ancillary to discipline, conduct the pre-disciplinary hearing and preside over
the resulting deliberations.
A. The Conduct Review Office, Internal Affairs and Civil Liabilities Bureau
personnel act directly under the authority of the Sheriff.
B. Internal Affairs and Civil Liabilities Bureau personnel have the authority
to require any member of the Department. regardless of rank, to make
a full and complete disclosure pertaining to the commission or omission
of acts under investigation.
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Gale's interpretation extrapolates impermissibly the authority of on IA officer
under this rule. The plain language of section 7 and subsection B establish the limits of
on IA officer's authority to act with the authority of the Sheriff. Those limits are to take
action in matters of discipline and to require even superior officers to submit to
investigative questioning. Neither situation applied to A.Z.'s release, and nothing in
the plain language of the rule states or infers an extension of IA authority as alleged
by Gale.
Much hearing time was also consumed over who permitted A.Z. to change into
her civilian clothes for her arraignment. The Agency did not allege Gale contributed
to that decision, and it is not relevant to the remaining issues: whether Gale directed
A.Z.'s release or subsequently lied about it.
Similarly, the extensive hearing time devoted to whether Gale misunderstood the
nature of the hearing, i.e., whether it was an arraignment, was not relevant to
whether he directed A.Z.'s direct release from the courtroom. That issue would be
relevant only if Gale admitted he directed A.Z. to leave. 10
Gale also presented several witnesses who testified they did not hear Gale
authorize A.Z.'s release. Gale claimed the fact that they did not hear him authorize
A.Z.'s release contradicted Velez. [Gale closing statement]. That logic does not
stand. The failure to recollect whether something was said is not proof it was not said.
Givens, for example. stated he was not in a position to hear Gale. [Givens testimony].
Blaine testified he had left the courtroom by the time identified as when Gale gave his
order and, when he was near Gale, he was not paying attention to him and did not
hear anything Gale said. [Blaine testimony). With respect to A.Z.'s failure to recollect,
it was abundantly clear she was emotionally spent by the time she was arraigned,
had slept little or none, and recalled virtually none of what happened between the
time of her arrest and her return home the next day. She could not even recall
whether she was in the transport vehicle for one or for 20 minutes when she was
ordered to return to the DDC to sign her release papers. For those reasons. A.Z.'s
testimony that she didn't remember who authorized her release from the courtroom
did not tend to establish whether Gale issued such a directive.
(b). Gale claimed he directed A.Z.'s attorney to leave from the courtroom. The
Agency's second claim under CSR 16-60 E. was that Gale was dishonest when he told
the IA investigator he directed only A.Z.'s attorney how to leave the courtroom. not
A.Z .. [Elwell testimony; Exhibit 1-16).
The same evidence that determined the allegation above applies here as well.
Velez, Rolando and, to a lesser degree, Lopez, were well-placed to hear Gale. Velez
and Rolando were certain Gale told A.Z. she could leave directly from the courtroom.
There was no evidence Velez and Rolando collaborated in order to corroborate their
stories, and there was no convincing evidence they had a motive to lie concerning
Gale's directive. On the other hand, shortly after A.Z.'s release, when Blair called
' If Gale admitted he authorized A.Z. 's release directly from the courtroom, then it would be relevant to his honesty that he
mistakenly believed she had already been processed out normally when he authorized her to leave after her hearing.
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Gale to decry the release as erroneous, Gale had ample reason to be concerned
that he might face discipline, because less than 24 hours earlier, the Sheriff ordered
him to ensure A.Z. would be treated no differently than any other inmate - "by the
book." It was obvious to most witnesses that A.Z.'s release was not by the book, and
Gale acknowledged something seemed amiss.
Also, as stated above, it is inherently implausible that Rolando, as Gale argued,
would mistakenly use the word "her" while intending "him" (A.Z.'s attorney); and it is
even more implausible for a second witness, Velez, to make the same mistake. For
these reasons, it is more likely than not that Gale was untruthful when Gale told the IA
investigator that his authorization to leave by the front door was directed at A.Z. 's
attorney, and not A.Z .. The Agency established Gale violated CSR 16-60 E. 3. and CSR
16-60 L., via Agency RR 200.4.2, Commission of a Deceptive Act, pursuant to this
allegation.
(c}. Gale denied he told A.Z. she would be placed on investigatory leave. The
Agency's third allegation under CSR 16-60 E. was that Gale was dishonest when he
denied telling A.Z., ofter her arraignment, that she would be placed on investigatory
leave. The Agency's notice of discipline did not address this alleged falsehood.
Rather, it was raised for the first time at hearing. [Elwell testimony}. Violations alleged
for the first time at hearing will not be considered. To allow such a practice would
deprive appellants of notice and the opportunity to prepare a defense to such
allegations. Moreover, our pre-hearing order required the Agency to submit a prehearing statement which include "what specific conduct supports each alleged
violation in the disciplinary letter." This claim is dismissed.
(d}. Gale denied knowing A.Z.'s 6/16/15 hearing was an arraignment. This was
the Agency's fourth allegation that Gale was dishonest. While this allegation was not
relevant in determining whether Gale authorized A.Z.'s release, [see above], it is a
relevant, standing alone, as a basis for the Agency's claim that Gale was dishonest.
The Agency presented many witnesses who were certain A.Z.'s hearing was an
arraignment. Velez, Rolando, Lopez, Givens and Travis were present and all were
certain the proceeding was an arraignment. [Testimony of Velez, Rolando, Lopez,
Givens, Travis]. Moreover, the courtroom judge began by asking A.Z.'s attorney if he
wished to "waive the advisement of rights and reading of the allegations," [Exhibit 41
@ l :23-1 :26; Exhibit 16-1], both hallmarks of an arraignment. Also, Gale had attended
"over 100" arraignments, and acknowledged the courtroom where A.Z.'s proceeding
took place was well-known as the arraignment courtroom.
Gale stated his confusion over the nature of the proceeding arose because he
was not present for the beginning of the hearing when the judge asked A.Z.'s attorney
for a waiver of the reading of rights and charges. [Exhibit 16], however the courtroom
video shows Gale was present before A.Z. entered the courtroom, and remained
through her arraignment. [Exhibits 37 - 381.
On the other hand, Gale credibly stated that he believed his only reason for
attending A.Z. 's court appearance was to speak on her behalf regarding the
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restraining order, then in effect, which prevented A.Z. from possessing a gun. (Exhibit
22-8 @ 350-365]. Gale was prepared to explain that all uniformed officers are required
to carry, or be able to carry, their service weapon, without which Agency rules
prohibit them from working. [Much of the hearing revolved around that issue, so it is
entirely possible Gale was truthful when he testified he was not paying attention
during the abbreviated arraignment at the beginning of the arraignment. Also, in
favor of Gale's assertion, the substitute judge seemed unsure of the nature of the
proceeding, as he asked A.Z.'s attorney what was the next step. [See Exhibit 16-1 @
33; 16-8 @ 328-329; 336-339]. The evidence is not more convincing one way than the
other, therefore the Agency did not prove this claim of dishonesty by a
preponderance of the evidence.
(e). Gale believed A.Z. was going to pre-trial services. The Agency's final claim
under CSR 16-60 E. was that Gale was dishonest when he told the IA investigator he
believed A.Z. was going to directly to pre-trial services ofter her June 16, 2014 hearing.
[Exhibit 1-17; Elwell testimony].
There was no independent evidence to establish whether Gale believed A.Z.
was on her way to pre-trial services when she left after her arraignment on June 16,
2014. Evidence of credibility, or lack of credibility, for one purpose, such as authorizing
A.Z.'s release, does not automatically apply for all purposes. Credibility must be
evaluated separately for each allegation. The dearth of Agency evidence fails to
establish a violation of CSR 16-60 E. for this allegation. These same findings and
conclusions under CSR 16-60 E. also apply to Sheriff Department Rules and Regulations
#200.4.2, Commission of a Deceptive Act. For these reasons, the Agency did not
prove this claim of dishonesty.
5. CSR 16-60 J. Failure to comply wffh the lawful orders of an authorized supervisor or
failing to do assigned work which the employee is capable of performing.

Gale acknowledged that Wilson, his superior, gave him a lawful order to ensure
A.Z. received no special treatment. The only issue is whether Gale complied.
The Agency alleged Gale authorized or permitted A.Z. 's direct release after her
June 16, 2014 arraignment, and such authorization or failure to intervene was
preferential treatment which contravened Wilson's order, in violation of this rule.
[Exhibit 1-19, 1-20; Elwell testimony]. Gale denied he failed to comply with Wilson's
order, since he directed his subordinates not to grant special treatment to A.Z. and he
did not authorize her direct release after her arraignment.
Even assuming, as Gale alleged, that he was confused by the nature of the
proceeding, that he was misled by A.Z.'s clothes, and that Velez was in control of
A.Z., 11 Gale remained obligated to enforce Wilson's order. As noted above, Gale was
wary that something was not right when AZ. left directly from the courtroom. Wilson's
order obligated him, at a minimum, to inquire into A.Z.'s release.

To be clear, for reasons stated above, the evidence did not warrant such findings.
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Gale also alleged Velez acted with the authority of the Sheriff in releasing A.Z.
directly from the courtroom, and therefore superseded his authority. For reasons
stated above, the evidence is contrary to the assertion. However, even if Gale were
correct, Velez' general authority would not trump the Sheriff's direct order to Gale. At
best, from Gale's perspective, the authority of the Sheriff to release A.Z. (through
Velez) and the Sheriff's order to Gale (to allow no preferential treatment) would
create an irreconcilable conflict which Gale would be required to resolve. His failure
to do so resulted in his violation of Wilson's order. Consequently, even if Gale's
allegations were true. he remained in violation of CSR 16-60 J. The same evidence
which established a violation of this rule also established a violation of Sheriff's
Deportment Rules and Regulations #200.13, Disobeying a Lawful Order.
6. CSR 16-60 L. Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulaHons. pollcles
or rules. As It relates to:
DSD RR 300.11.6 - Conduct Preiudlclal.

The Agency's Conduct Prejudicial rule encompasses conduct well-beyond the
scope of Career Service conduct prejudicial rule, 16-60 Z, which restricts wrongdoing
to actual harm to the Agency or the City, In re Jones, CSB 88-09A (CSB 9/29/2010).
The Career Service Board stated RR 300.11.16 prohibits "conduct that might otherwise
appear to be minor, yet result in serious consequences or potential consequences." In
re Khelik, CSB 3 l - l 2A. 3 (10/3/ 13). That case dictates that on employee of the Sheriff's
Department may be punished for hypothetical harm as well as actual harm. Under
that brood standard, Gale's conduct, which placed subordinates in jeopardy of
unjustified discipline. or which could hove resulted in an unfavorable image of the
Agency, was a violation of CSR 16-60 L., via RR 300.11 .6.
7. CSR 16~60 Z. Conduct Preiudlclal.

As explained immediately above, this Career Service Rule requires a showing of
actual harm to the Agency or to the City. The reporting of a case in the media does
not. per se, establish harm as contemplated by this rule. Thus, the Agency's
references to repeated media coverage of this case, [Elwell testimony, cross-examJ, is
insufficient, by itself, to justify a violation.
Elwell claimed Gale's dishonesty and willingness to "throw subordinates under
the bus" was detrimental to the image of the Agency, and jeopardized its mission and
relationship with other deputies, agencies and the public. While such considerations
may be relevant under RR 3300.11.6, such projected harm is insufficient to violate this
rule. The Agency did not establish Gale's conduct violated CSR 16-60 Z.
V. APPELLANT'S CLAIMS

A. Retaliation.

Gale alleged for the first time at hearing the Agency disciplined him in unlawful
retaliation for his union leadership which at times was contrary to Agency
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preferences. As evidence of this claim, he played a telephone conversation he
recorded surreptitiously with Sheriff Diggins. In the conversation, Diggins referred
obliquely to the Agency's termination of Gale as "a trophy that they can hang on the
wall." 12 He believed Gale's termination was unreasonable. but directly to the point
here, he was asked bluntly "do you have any reason to believe that Mr. Gale's
termination had anything to do with his involvement in the [union)?" Diggins replied
emphatically "no." No other evidence established retaliation. Gale's retaliation
claim remained unproven.
8. Ultra Vires Termination.
Gale claimed Elwell lacked the authority to issue discipline in this case. That issue is
now well-settled. [In re Gordon, CSB l 0-l 4A (CSB 11 /23/2015)) and merits no further
discussion here.
VI. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible. Appointing
authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the offense. an
employee's past record, and the penalty most likely to achieve compliance with the
rules. CSR § 16-20.
A. Seriousness of the proven offenses

Lying during an investigation undercuts the Agency's efforts to seek the truth in
important matters involving employment rules and the rights of employees. and
weakens the ability of an agency to place its trust in the statements of its employee.
In re Duran. CSA 10-10, 10 (10/1/2010) citing In re Galindo. CSA 39-08, 10 (9/5/08).
The Agency's posited Gale's erroneous release of A.Z. was not an offense worthy
of dismissal but that Gale's subsequent dishonesty about the subject, particularly in his
elevated position of Chief, 13 required his dismissal. In addition to establishing that
Gale was dishonest, the Agency established theses aggravating factors.
Gale placed blame for A.Z.'s erroneous release on Velez. Rolando, Brown, and
Blair. 14 In doing so. he subjected them to unnecessary and, without doubt,
uncomfortable scrutiny, and placed them in jeopardy of unjustified disciplinary
action.
" The recorded conversation was played in court in order to refresh the recollection of the witness, Diggins. It was not
entered into evidence. However, it appears here as testimony elicited from the witness after he listened to his recorded
conversation.
,. There are very few officers in the Sheriff's Department who hold the rank ofChief. It is the second-highest rank for
uniformed officers in the Denver Sheriff's Department. The Chiefs report directly to the Sheriff.
u For example, although Appellant denied blaming Velez for the erroneous release ilt hearing, his IA statements and conflict
waiver stilted that the fault was hers. [Exhibits 18 & 22; Exhibit 9 to Appellant's 8/3/15 Response to Agency's Motion to
Disqualify). Regarding Captain Brown, Gale stated "I did not direct 11nybody to do anything. I basically gave the situation to
the watch commander to handle on Sunday, and it's really their responsibility." (Gale IA interview 6/23/14, Exhibit 18-22@
990-995] [See also Exhibit 22-8 @ 333-340].

Gale's rank also aggravated the proven violations. Supervisors are held to a
higher standard of conduct because they model behavior for subordinates. In re
Khelik, CSB 31-12A (10/3/13), reversed on other grounds, In re Khelik. CSA 31-12
(11 /19/12). In terms of conduct. the higher the rank, the more is expected of a
supervisor in the Agency. [Elwell testimony; Diggins testimony; Exhibit 1-19]. The
Agency's disciplinary matrix also elevates responsibility for the highest-ranking officers
[DSD DAG Handbook§ 20.0 - Rank as an Aggravating Factor]. Gale was highestranking officer in this case after the Sheriff recused himself.

B. Prior Record
Gale had a written reprimand 10 years ago that is not significant to this appeal.
The Agency referred to two prior cases that were reversed on appeal. A discipline
reversed on appeal is a nullity, and. therefore, has no affect on future cases.
C. Likelihood of Reform

Since Gale denied any wrongdoing throughout his appeal, it is unknown
whether reinstating his employment would result in lasting reform.
VII. CONCLUSION

Stripped of collateral issues. this case is straightforward. Sheriff Wilson issued a
direct order to Chief Gale - make sure A.Z. receives no preferential treatment. Gale,
perhaps unintentionally, disobeyed that order by authorizing A.Z. to leave after her
arraignment without normal processing. Then, he intentionally covered up his
directive to release A.Z., in part, by inculpating other officers. In doing so, Gale
escalated a relatively harmless and correctable erroneous release into an
unnecessary and far-ranging investigation which could easily have cost livelihoods
and careers of innocent colleagues. For that reason, as well as those stated above.
the Agency's harshest penalty was within the range of penalties available to a
reasonable administrator1s.
VIII. ORDER

The Agency's election to terminate Gale's employment is affirmed.
DONE November 23, 2015.

-:i3., .. - .... P..J.c0, -sruce Plotkin
Career Service Hearing Officer

' More precisely, a reasonable paramilitary administrator. It is well-established that the Agency is a paramilitary
organization. [In re Crenshaw, CSA 156-02 (3/1 1/2003)1
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